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Details of Visit:

Author: Nuthinfancy
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 7 Apr 2016 13:15
Duration of Visit: 25 Minutes
Amount Paid: 50
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 01772655442

The Premises:

Not been for a while, not much changed but still a good clean parlour.

The Lady:

Late teens or early 20s, very plain Jane and innocent looking. Very slim, not an ounce of fat on her,
great pert little boobies,shaved pussy but above all chatty and very attractive. Was wearing
stockings and suspenders, tiny thong and bra, all pink except the black stockings. Oh and she's a
liverpuddlian.

The Story:

Ok, Gemma was not my first choice, I had the choice of three and originally chose a tiny little blonde
called Eve but it turned out she had another appointment. Was also introduced to a MILF called
Fallon but her body didn't do it for me. She was wearing a all in one body stocking with not much in
the way of curves. Was debating if to walk but decided to try Gemma who wasn't the most
flamboyant when she introduced herself unlike the others but little brain was in gear and I was
horny after seeing three scantily fillies available to Fuck.
I already knew there was a lot of stuff Gemma didn't do as I had checked the website prior to this
visit. She was quite chatty when she entered the room and gave me a massage whilst straddled
across my bum. She still had her kit on at this point. Now Gemmas conversation was far away
about sex or the like but she could hold a conversation and had quite an interesting story to tell on
why she was working. She's no newbie at the job but it's far from her first choice of career....like
most. Now after listening to this and knowing she wasn't going to be a porn star once the fun
commenced, coupled with a bog standard massage I had a feeling this was going to be poor but I
have been wrong before.
After I turned over, Gemma grabbed my limp cock and a condom. I knew it was going to be covered
oral which I prefer but I didn't want her to put the Johnny on my limp cock which she insisted she
wasn't about to do. She played with it for some time but it wasn't playing ball, I have to confess here
that it was my second punt of the day and I had only recently had a session nearby which ended in
an assisted shower after the event which left me horny and craving more sex. So I got myself hard
and then Gemma put on the bag and started sucking. It got good here, she's bloody good at this
and continued for some time. I asked for her to remove her bra and knickers and was given a
slightly off putting warning of no fingers but I don't anyway. I just wanted to feel her up to stir my
hormones further. I later discovered I could have had a 69 so missed out there. Eventually we
moved to the main event, I entered her in mish and could not believe how tight her pussy was, not
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only did she have a perfectly shaved designer looking vagina, it was soooo tight! On top of this she
loved it, she had gone from quiet nervous girl to a sudden sex bomb making all the right noises and
really enjoying being rooted. We changed to doggy, as I pulled out of her pussy in missionary I
admired her fanny with her pussy flaps fully parted and this made me mega horny. So in doggy it
just got better with Gemmas gentle moans and faster breathing and she really took a good
pounding wiggling herself into the angle where you can really fill her up to the hilt before I inevitably
filled the bag. Quite simply one of the best I've had in ages, not because she was a dirty minx,
because she just really genuinely enjoyed it and wasn't false and did I mention how tight her fanny
is!! At no point during fucking did she try to hurry me, if anything she encouraged me!
A nice chat after and a little (surprising) nice comment from Gemma which again added to how
genuine she is made sure I will be returning soon to this little beauty soon.
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